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Major challenges lie ahead
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What we can learn Internet Policy track record

Good

• Internet free expression
• Platform regulation

Not so
good

• DNS for IPR protection (SOPA/PIPA)
• Net Neutrality
• Bulk Surveillance

• Surveillance and Encryption (Back doors)
• Cybersecurity
In progress • Privacy

Policy Choices That Went Well - Internet Free
Speech
“The Internet is a unique and wholly
new medium of worldwide human
communication….[i]t is no
exaggeration to conclude that the
Internet has achieved, and continues
to achieve, the most participatory
marketplace of mass speech that this
country -- and indeed the world -- has
yet seen.”
Reno v. ACLU, 521 U.S. 844 (1997).

If the goal of our First Amendment
jurisprudence is the "individual dignity
and choice" … then we should be
especially vigilant in preventing contentbased regulation of a medium that every
minute allows individual citizens actually
to make those decisions. Any contentbased regulation of the Internet, no
matter how benign the purpose, could
burn the global village to roast the pig.

Berman, J., & Weitzner, D. J. (1995). Abundance and user control:
Renewing the democratic heart of the First Amendment in the age of
interactive media. The Yale Law Journal, 104(7), 1619-1637.

Policy Choices That Went Well - Internet Platform
Liability Limitation
“No provider or user of an interactive computer service shall be
treated as the publisher or speaker of any information provided by
another information content provider."
47 USC 230

Not So Good - Stop Online Piracy Act: Grass Roots
View
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Stop Online Piracy Act: Engineer’s View
“If enacted, either of these bills will create an
environment of tremendous fear and
uncertainty for technological innovation, and
seriously harm the credibility of the United
States in its role as a steward of key Internet
infrastructure. Regardless of recent
amendments to SOPA, both bills will risk
fragmenting the Internet's global domain
name system (DNS) and have other
capricious technical consequences.”
https://www.eff.org/deeplinks/2011/12/internetinventors-warn-against-sopa-and-pipa

A few signatories:
•Vint Cerf
•David Clark
•Fred Baker
•Dave Crocker
•Craig Partridge
•Christian Huitema
•Robert Hinden
•Jean Camp
•Len Kleinrock
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Obama White House Response – Veto Threat
We must avoid creating new cybersecurity risks or disrupting the
underlying architecture of the Internet. Proposed laws must not tamper
with the technical architecture of the Internet through manipulation of the
Domain Name System (DNS), a foundation of Internet security. Our analysis
of the DNS filtering provisions in some proposed legislation suggests that
they pose a real risk to cybersecurity and yet leave contraband goods and
services accessible online. We must avoid legislation that drives users to
dangerous, unreliable DNS servers and puts next-generation security
policies, such as the deployment of DNSSEC, at risk.
https://petitions.whitehouse.gov/response/combating-online-piracy-while-protectingopen-and-innovative-internet
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Not so good - Net Neutrality and the fear of fast
lanes
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Net Neutrality – Engineers view of fast
lanes somewhat more nuanced view
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SIGGCOM BEST PAPER: Dhamdhere, A., Clark, D. D., Gamero-Garrido, A., Luckie, M.,
Mok, R. K., Akiwate, G., ... & Claffy, K. (2018). Inferring persistent interdomain congestion.
In Proceedings of the 2018 Conference of the ACM Special Interest Group on Data
Communication (pp. 1-15). ACM.

Not so good - Modern Digital Surveillance
Judge Reggie B. Walton, Chief Judge,
Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court

Trust Gap
“the court lacks the tools to
independently verify how often
the government’s surveillance
breaks the court’s rules that aim
to protect Americans’ privacy.”
Washington Post, August 15, 2013
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Cybersecurity, Cryptography and Surveillance
Apple: “Unlike our competitors, Apple cannot bypass your passcode
and therefore cannot access this data,” Apple said on its Web site. ‘So
it’s not technically feasible for us to respond to government warrants
for the extraction of this data from devices in their possession
running iOS 8.’” (WaPo 9/18/2014)
Google: “The next generation of Google’s Android operating system,
due for release next month, will encrypt data by default for the first
time, the company said Thursday, raising yet another barrier to police
gaining access to the troves of personal data typically kept on
smartphones.”
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Apple vs FBI
Apple encryption debate after San
Bernardino terrorist attack - IPRI
contribution to policy conversation:
Keys Under Doormat paper

Abelson, Rivest, Schiller, Specter, Weitzner, et al. "Keys under doormats: mandating insecurity by
requiring government access to all data and communications." Journal of Cybersecurity 1.1 (2015):
69-79.
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Impact: Consensus shifts away from mandatory back doors
UK GCHQ Director Robert Hannigan :
The solution is not, of course, that
encryption should be weakened, let alone
banned. But neither is it true that nothing
can be done without weakening encryption.
I am not in favour of banning encryption just
to avoid doubt. Nor am I asking for
mandatory backdoors.

US House of Representatives Encryption Working
Group: Cryptography experts and information security
professionals believe that it is exceedingly difficult and
impractical, if not impossible, to devise and implement a
system that gives law enforcement exceptional access to
encrypted data without also compromising security
against hackers, industrial spies, and other malicious
actors.

US Secretary of Defense Ash
Carter: There will not be some simple,
overall technical solution—a so-called
’back door’ that does it all…. I’m not a
believer in backdoors or a single
technical approach. I don’t think that’s
realistic.

European Commission Vice-President Anders Ansip:
“How will people trust the results of the election if they
know that the government has a back door into the
technology used to collect citizen’s votes?”
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Debate on Encryption is Far From Over...
“Our society has never had a system where evidence of criminal wrongdoing was
totally impervious to detection, especially when officers obtain a courtauthorized warrant. But that is the world that technology companies are
creating….
Responsible encryption is achievable. Responsible encryption can involve
effective, secure encryption that allows access only with judicial authorization.
Such encryption already exists. Examples include the central management of
security keys and operating system updates; the scanning of content, like your emails, for advertising purposes; the simulcast of messages to multiple
destinations at once; and key recovery when a user forgets the password to
decrypt a laptop.”
-- United States Deputy Attorney General Rod Rosenstein, Speech, Oct. 10, 2017
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Work in Progress: Cybersecurity/Critical Infrastructure

●
●
●

Core economic infrastructure may not be sufficiently protected
against cyber attacks
MIT study reveals inconsistent protection and inability to measure
risk in critical sectors:: Electricity, Finance, Communications and
Oil/Gas.
New research agenda - cross-sector risk measurement
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Work in Progress – What to do about privacy
Cambridge Analytica fiasco:
• Control - Zuckerberg: “we give
everyone control”
• Consent - Sen. Thune: 87M
people could not have
consented
• Notice is broken - Sen.
Kennedy: “your user
agreement sucks”
• Ultimately about context: Outof-context use of data

Lessons from 25 Years of Tech Policy
Tech Contribution

Gap

Impact

Internet free speech

Abstract capabilities of architecture

Strong free speech protections

Internet platform regulation

Abstract capabilities of architecture

Big questions now

$3T/3 Billion people online

SOPA/PIPA

Technically-informed intuition

Lack of predictive model to
assess likely impact of law

Missed opportunity to address real
policy challenge

Net Neutrality

tech-free policy debate

Lack of rigorous metrics to
weigh impact of policy options

Regulatory instability with risk of lost
innovation or mis-aligned investment

Surveillance

Identified general risk of systemic
insecurity

Lack of rigorous method for
assessing risk (in EA and
otherwise)

Governments hesitate but don’t back
off – ongoing risk of harmful action

Cybersecurity

Lots of great security tools and oneoff vulnerability detection

Lack of systemic risk metrics

Unprincipled regulatory and
investment decisions

Privacy

Risks and privacy vulnerabilities
identified

Impact on users uncertain due to
lack of behavioral analysis
Inability to detect data misuse

Consensus on privacy rules hard to
come by
Poor enforcement at scale
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Building Internet of the Future on Strong Technical &
Policy Foundations
IPRI Goal: Create a new field to help
governments, other responsible institutions,
and individuals to create public policy
frameworks that will increase the
trustworthiness of the interconnected digital
systems.
We accomplish this through engineering &
public policy research,education and
engagement.

IPRR Research Council
Hal Abelson (EECS)
David Clark (CSAIL)
Michael Fischer (Anthropology)
Kenneth Oye (Political Science)
Catherine Tucker (Sloan)
Daniel Weitzner (CSAIL, Chair)
Marc Zissman (Lincoln Lab)
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Residential MIT courses with new
cybersecurity, privacy components
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VIP political visitors
to MIT to meet with
IPRI

GCHQ Hannigan
EU EDPS Buttarelli
Mass AG Healey
NSA Adm Rogers
US Secretary Pritzker
EU VP Ansip

Hal Abelson teaching students in the MIT/Georgetown
course on privacy legislation supported by IPRI: Privacy
Legislation in Practice: Law and Technology, Spring
2016

Also:
ITU Sec Gen Zhao
FCC Commis. Clyburn
8 EU telecom regulators
European MEPs

Academic growth in Internet Policy
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Questions

https://internetpolicy.mit.edu
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